Fall 2022 SCUBA Classes

Open Water Diver ($350)
This course is your gateway to SCUBA diving! After the completion of this course you will receive a certification that is good for life, and accepted world wide. Each class comes with a SCUBA T-shirt! To sign-up for the class you will need to take a swim test at the Student Life Center Pool, then come into the Outdoor office!

Advanced Open Water ($350)
This course takes your Open Water certification to the next level! Through this course you will sharpen your current dive skills and learn a few more! This course features a deep dive (below 60ft) as well as a navigation dive.
Prerequisites: Open Water Certification

Rescue Diver ($350)
The PADI® Rescue Diver course will change the way you dive – in the best possible way. Learn to identify and fix minor issues before they become big problems, gain a lot of confidence and have serious fun along the way. Learn how to think like a rescue diver through home study and skill practice with an instructor. You’ll practice basic rescue skills and then show you can effectively apply them in open water.

Fun Dives ($50-$75)
A great opportunity for certified divers to get out there and dive! Just like our certification dives, these fun dives include gear rental (BCD, regulator, wetsuit, weights, SMB, and computer) however we do recommend you bring your own mask, fins, and snorkel as they are more personal.

Speciality Certifications
Ask us about our speciality courses! Speciality courses schedule TBD
Open Water Schedule

This entry level course takes place over two weekends, 4 days full days.

Class #1 - September: Pool Work 9/10 and 10/11
          Ocean Dives 9/17 and 9/18

Class #2 - October: Pool Work 10/1 and 10/2
          Ocean dives 10/8 and 10/9

Class #3 - October: Pool Work 10/22 and 10/23
          Ocean Dives 10/29 and 10/30

Advanced Open Water Schedule

All of our Padi Advanced Open Water classes take place over the course of 3 days, with an orientation Friday night before our first pool day.

Class #1- November 5th, 6th, and 7th

Rescue Diver Schedule

Schedule TBD. If we have enough students interested we can offer more classes like this one!

Fun Dive Schedule

Coming soon!

More classes to come, schedule subject to change.